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RECOMMENDATIONS 
As a result of work performed within the projects aimed to 
develop greenhouse film from greenhouse waste, both Jordan and 
.Egypt now have groups of researchers with experience in the 
physics, chemistry, handling, processing and recycling of plastic 
wastes. IDRC has also contributed with pilot plant equipment that 
is now in place at the Royal Scientific Society (Jordan) and 
Mansura University (Egypt). IDRC should consider the additional 
projects to develop expertise in the region on general plastic 
waste characterization and recycling for applications other than 
greenhouse films. 
The Foundry Sands project in Jordan has fully met its objectives. 
No further action is recommended in view of the evaluator's 
understanding that implementation of hard technologies is not 
contemplated by IDRC's present policies. 
The Shale Brick project has dealt with and solved most of the 
problems associated with shale brick production and quality. 
There are, as expected, technical aspects that can be further 
refined. It is recommended that these be left to the 
consideration of the GOHBPR. Social and economic factors do not 
allow process and quality improvements to result in a better and 
cheaper product for the population of the region. It is suggested 
that working at the village level, through local organizations, 
may be the way to acomplish that goal. 
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I.-SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: 
The Multilayer Polyethylene Film project/Jordan (86-1044) has 
been partially completed. Emphasis was made on studying the 
effect of composition on properties of films to be used as top or 
bottom layers of greenhouse film. Results are unsatisfactory and 
the report obscure and hastily put together. A coextruded film 
was produced for experimental purposes in Egypt. The reasons why 
the chosen structure, composition and processing of the film 
produced decided upon was chosen is unknown. The project falls 
short of determining an optimum composition and of developing a 
reliable product with a well defined technology. 
The second Multilayer Polyethylene Film project/Jordan (90-1005) 
represents a second attempt to complete the development planned 
for in the first project. Again the new set of objectives have 
been only partially completed. Thorough field tests of the 
experimental film produced in the previous project were conducted. 
New film compositions were coextruded in a pilot plant set up for 
the purpose. The films obtained seem to have acceptable 
properties but have not been field tested. The researchers have 
generated a host of experimental data that have been used in a 
very ineffective way. The know-how accumulated cannot be called a 
technology and the films developed are unlikely to have optimal 
properties. 
The Recycled Polyethylene Film project/Egypt (90-1005) has 
objectives which are similar to the Jordanian projects. They 
could also have been considered redundant if in Jordan the 
objectives defined had been met. As it is, the Egyptian project 
has also resulted in the generation of a large amount of data 
which has not been efficiently used. Much of the data presented 
in the report can be shown to be irrelevant to the process of 
optimizing the properties of the desired product. 
The Foundry Sands project/Jordan (90-0001) is a textbook case of 
a difficult assignment being carried out with a clear, practical 
set of mind. The technical results are thorough and have been 
presented in the report in an exhaustive and easy to follow 
fashion. The impact of these results has been minimal, mostly 
because of the reduced size of the Jordanian market and changing 
economic conditions. Nevertheless the task completed has 
contributed to raise the the technical standards of the tiny 
Jordanian foundry industry and its results will be for them a 
constant source of reference. 
The Shale Brick Production project /Egypt (88-1045) reports an 
extremely comprehensive study of the processing and properties of 
shale bricks. The project seems to be immersed in the wake of 
preceding research carried out by the GOHBPR. The objectives set 
forth can be considered to be thoroughly covered by the reports 
issued. Most of the effort seems to have been aimed to solve the 
problems of large brick plants rather than those of the small 




As given by the terms of reference the objective of the work 
reported here reported has been to monitor and evaluate the 
following IDRC supported projects: 
1.-Shale Brick Production / Egypt (88-1045) 
2.-Recycled Polyethylene Waste Film Applications /Egypt(90-1005) 
3.-Multilayer Polyethylene Film / Jordan, Phase I (86-1044) 
4.-Multilayer Polyethylene Fim / Jordan, Phase II (90-1031) 
5.-Foundry Sands / Jordan (90-0001) 
For the purpose of the evaluation, the following questions are to 
be addressed: 
I 
A.-Have the objectives of the project been completed? 
B.-What were the results of the project? 
C.-What has been the impact of the project? 
D.-What further action should be taken to follow through on the 
results of the project? 
In the addition to the above, the following issues are also to be 
addressed: 
1.-e: Shale Brick Production / Egypt (88-1045) 
The researchers have proposed a continuation of the work. Do the 
results obtained to date justify further funding by IDRC? Is it 
worth it? Are the results to date of interest to the poorest 
sectors of the population of Cairo and the region? 
2.-e: Recycled Polyethylene Waste Films Applications / Egypt 
(90-1005). 
$20,000 CAD has been budgeted in the Centre-administered portion 
of the budget for a workshop upon completion of the project. 
However, according to the project document, various steps were to 
be undertaken before the arrangements were made for the workshop 
(objective e, paragraph 34, a & b). Have these activities been 
undertaken? 
If yes, the recipient is to submit a report to IDRC on these 
activities as well as the names of companies to be invited from 
interested countries and a detailed plan for the final workshop 
(focused on the demonstration of the technology, including a 
detailed cost/benefit analysis and the plans for technology 
transfer negotiation (booklets describing the technology, etc.) 
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III.-METHODOLOGY 
"... you will be required: 
a) to travel to IDRC's regional office in Montevideo to obtain 
copies of the various projects documents 
b) to travel to IDRC's head office in Ottawa to consult 
project files and meet with Dr. V.S. Ramachandran, Project leader 
of the Canadian component of the Shale Brick Production (Egypt) 
project; 
c) to travel to Mc Gill University in Montreal (either by bus 
or train) to meet with Dr. M.R. Kamal, Project Leader of the 
Canadian component of the Recycle8 Polyethylene Waste Film 
Applications (Egypt) project; 
d) to visit the researchers, and other persons connected to 
the projects, in Jordan and Egypt; and, 
e) to submit a detailed and satisfactory report of the work 
accomplished to the Director of the Environment and Natural 
Resources of the Centre by November 31, 1994. 
IV.-CONSULTANT'S AGENDA 
DATE FROM TO HERE WHAT/WHO 
July 21 Bs As Montevideo L.A.R.O. File search 
July 29 Bs As Wash. D.C. 
Sept 5 Ottawa I.D.R.C. File search 
Sept 6 Ottawa NRC-Inst. for V.Ramachandran 
Research & Constr. 
I.D.R.C. File search 
Sept 7 Ottawa I.D.R.C. File search 
Salahma Fahmy 
Javier VerAstegui 
Sept 8 Montreal Mc Gill Unv. M.R. Kamal 
Chemical Eng Dept. 
Sept 9 Ottawa I.D.R.C. File search 
Sept 13 Wash D.C. Amman 
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Sept 19 R.S.S. 
Intermediate 
Petrochemicals 

































A. Malek Said 
Reviewing their 
exper. with R.S.S. 
Ramy Khreis 
Naseem Haddad 
Wrap up session 
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IV.-CONSULTANT'S AGENDA (Continues) 
Sept 25 
Sept 26 






Lasheen Plastics Samy Mohsen 
Industry info 
Sept 27 Mansura Mansura Unv. Abbel Bary 
Abbas Yehia 
Visited labs. 
Shoman Plastic Co. A1-Sherbiny Shoman 
Visited plant, 
industry info. 
Sept 28 Thabra Sabry for A. Sabry 
Plastics Visited plant, 
industry info. 
NRC discussions 
Sept 29 Agricultural Adel E1-Betagi 





A.-MULTILAYER POLYETHYLENE FILM-PHASE I 1044) 
1.-Have the objectives of the project been completed? 
No, the objectives of this project have not been completed. As 
defined in the P.S., this project's objectives were the following: 
a)-To develop multilayer plastic films by a coextrusion 
process...; 
b)-To optimize the formulation and selection of ingredients and 
dimensions of each of the plastic layers on the basis of 
characterization and analytical studies carried out in the 
laboratory; 
c)-To evaluate alternative manufacturing processes to select and 
design a complete system for manufacturing a coextruded ... ; 
d)-To produce plastic films according to the indicated 
composition... using manufacturing facilities available in Jordan. 
e)-To evaluate the performance of the films produced, using 
laboratory and field tests... and 
f)-To transfer the developed film manufacturing technology to 
potential manufacturers in Jordan and surrounding countries. 
Of these, only objectives a, b, c and d have been addressed to 
different extents by the researchers. The final report, deals 
almost exclusively with objective b. 
The project proposal also includes a detailed and well thought 
out methodology to achieve the objectives listed. A comparison of 
results reported and of the "Methodology" section of the proposal 
shows the following: 
"Development of the Bottom Layer" 
15.-"...to obtain a detailed characterization of the recycled 
film..."--NOT COMPLETED-- 
16.-"...The average composition of the typical film waste 
available in Jordan will be identified on the basis of 
sampling.."--NOT COMPLETED-- 
17.-"..a virgin polyethylene or modified polyethylene resin will 
be selected..."--COMPLETED-- 
18.-"...alternative blending formulations will be prepared and 
evaluated..."--COMPLETED--; "...determine the most effective 
compounding process..."--NOT COMPLETED-- 
19.-"..blends will be produced and films manufactured for the 
evaluation of physical and optical characteristics..." 
--COMPLETED--. 
20.-"Weathering behavior will be evaluated on the basis of 
laboratory and exterior exposure..."--COMPLETED-- 
Development of the Top Layer 
21.-"...optimize the composition of the top layer ...u.v. 
stability ...determined by the resin characteristics, the 
additives and stabilizers.."--COMPLETED-- 
22.-"...alternative formulations will be evaluated..." 
--COMPLETED-- 
23.-"...weathering behaviour evaluated.."--COMPLETED-- 
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Manufacturing Coextruded Films 
24.-"...The multilayer film will be produced by a coextrusion 
technique..."--COMPLETED-- 
25.-"...a variety of films will be produced..."--NOT COMPLETED 
Evaluation of Manufactured Film Performance 
26.-"...Manufactured, coextruded films will be evaluated..."--NOT 
COMPLETED-- 
27.-"...The physical, chemical and absorption spectra of the 
composite films will be determined..."--NOT COMPLETED 
Design of a Manufacturing System s 
28.-"...the main components of the manufacturing system will be 
designed and specified along with the recommended operating 
conditions..."--NOT COMPLETED-- 
29.-"...extensive field trials to determine the effect of the 
newly developed film on the development and maturity of 
crops..."--COMPLETED IN PHASE II OF THE PROJECT-- 
Training 
30.-"...two engineers from the R.S.S. will spend 8 weeks in 
Canada..."--COMPLETED-- 
2.-What were the Results of the Project? 
i.-Summary 
As stated above, the final report deals almost exclusively with 
objective b. It is evident from the document that a lot of 
experimental work has been done at laboratory level. 
Unfortunately the process by which the conclusions were reached 
from the data reported is difficult to follow and the rationale 
for an eventual final composite film design is not shared with the 
reader. 
Three lines in the summary section of the report inform that 
coextruded films were produced in Egypt. No explanation is given 
for the particular film composition chosen (which also goes 
unreported) and no description given of the manufacturing process 
used. 
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A more detailed discussion follows: 
ii.-Experimental Design: 
Objective a) recognizes the known fact that degraded polyethylene 
waste cannot be recycled into a product of specifications 
comparable to virgin material. The coextrusion technique allows a 
composite film to be manufactured so that virgin material is still 
the layer that is exposed to weathering. The protected underlayer 
is exposed only to the greenhouse environment. Its specifications 
are therefore less stringent, thus allowing for recycled material 
to be incorporated into its composition. 
The standard to be met by the new composite film should match or 
exceed the performance of virgin film at a comparable cost. The 
properties of the final product whichfare of interest to service 
life are U.V. and I.R. absorption, visible light transmittance, 
and mechanical properties such as tear resistance, tensile 
strength and elongation. The melt flow index can be used to 
predict extrudability. 
In this particular project (Phase I) the properties of films for 
use either as top or as bottom layers were investigated 
independently of each other. Varying film formulations for each 
type of layer were used as independent variables. Some selected 
properties of each film and the way they were affected by 
weathering were then determined. 
INDEPENTENT VARIABLES 






Recycled Material Concentration 
Weathering Time 
DEPENDENT VARIABLES 
Infrared Absorption at a specific wavelength 
Ultraviolet Absorption in the Range 200-400 nm 





In the design of these experiments emphasis was made on the 
determination of structural damage of the polymer as such and not 
in the degradation of those properties of the film which affect 
its performance as a product to be used commercially. 
How the information obtained independently for bottom and top 
films was used to optimize the composition and structure of the 
composite film finally chosen cannot be fathomed from the report's 
contents. 
iii.-Bottom Layer 
The carbonyl index was chosen to follow the effect of the 
independent variables on the oxidation of polyethylene. Total 
energy absorption in the I.R. range, the property of interest in 
greenhouse applications was not determiped. 
A simple model may be used to summarize the effects tested in the 
bottom layer experiments described in the report: 
C.I.= Ao + Al*R + A2*W + A3*R*W2 + A4*E 
Where R is % of recycled polyethylene (PE) added, W is months of 
weathering and E is the amount of EPDM added. The A's are the 
corresponding effects on the carbonyl index C.I. 
The C.I. also depends on other structural variables which the 
experiments could not control and did not deal with statistically, 
film thickness is one example. 
The experimental results shown indicate a very slight effect of 
the amount of recycled PE added (Al) and do not show any evidence 
to suggest that A4 (effect of the amount of EPDM) is significant. 
Weathering time has a mild effect (A2) on the C.I. unless R is 
higher than about 50%. This last effect suggesting that oxidation 
accelerates at higher levels of recycled content R is described in 
the model by A3. 
The experimental results therefore suggest that bottom film 
degradation as measured by oxidation can be minimized by keeping 
the amount of recycled material below 30%. The amount of EPDM 
added is inmaterial. 
In spite of the results just discussed, the amount of recycled 
material that the researchers chose to use in the final composite 
film's bottom layer was 60%. No explanation is offered for having 
made this particular choice. 
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Results obtained for the effects of R (amount of recycled PE) and 
of EPDM are ambiguous. The raw data has not been reported and 
cannot therefore be re-analyzed. Nevertheless, the researchers do 
not seem to have been aware of statistical techniques available to 
discriminate between the effects of thickness from those of the 
independent variables R and EPDM. 
As a consequence, no significant effects of R were detected and 
the effects of weathering time, W, were not quantified. Table V 
(page 51) of the report suggests that increasing EPDM 
concentration increases bottom layer UV absorbance. This leaves 
the designer free to fix EPDM additions according to 
considerations other than UV absorbance. No indication is given 
for the amount of EPDM finally chosen to optimize composite film 
properties. 
S 
Determinations of heat of fusion and melting temperatures as a 
function of the independent variables have not contributed 
significantly to the determination of bottom film composition. 
The weak trends observed are the ones expected of increasingly 
damaged films. Here again proper handling of the raw data may 
have resulted in significant, quantitative information, obtained 
in return for the extensive laboratory worked performed. 
The determination of effects of the independent variables on the 
mechanical properties of the film are directly related to field 
performance. Their determination is therefore key in the effort 
to optimize composite film properties. The researchers recognize 
in their report the low quality of the mechanical properties data 
obtained. Nevertheless, given the vast amount of individual 
determinations made, a proper statistical handling of the results 
would have surely yielded quantitative, significant information 
directly applicable to film design and optimization. 
As it is, the data plotted in graphs 5.1 to 5.10 suggests, and 
only suggests, that the 50% elongation at break criterion gives 
the bottom film an expected life of about 6 months for recycled 
contents of less than 30%. The conclusion of the report's author, 
that increasing levels of EPDM will stretch the useful life of the 
film beyond 9 months, probably stems from data or experience not 
included in the report. 
In conclusion, the data presented seems to indicate that film 
degradation follows the expected pattern. It increases with 
increased exposure. Beyond that, little can be inferred from it 
on the effects of the amount of recycled material incorporated and 
EPDM on properties applicable to field life of the film, like UV 
absorption and elongation at break. Bottom films should not 
incorporate more than 30% recycled material nor should they be 
expected to last for more than 9 months on the field. 
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iv.-Top Layer 
The main role of the top layer is to shelter the bottom layer 
from damaging U.V. radiation and to enhance the mechanical 
properties of the composite over those of the isolated bottom 
layer. 
This issue is clearly recognized by the researchers. A 
considerable amount of data has been collected on the effect of 
stabilizer additions on UV absorption and elongation at break. 
Here again the process by which the researchers go from the data 
reported to the rather diffuse set of conclusions presented is not 
clear to me. 
Their analysis seems to suggest the use of Chimasorb 944 combined 
with Chimasorb 81 to a total of 1% stabilizer. The concentrations 
used in the coextruded film manufactured in Egypt are not 
reported. 
3.-What has been the impact of the project? 
The main impact of the project at the time of its conclusion 
seems to have been to justify its extension to a second phase. 
The reasons for this extension must have stemmed from 
considerations foreign to the original purpose of the project 
given the fact that most of its objectives were not completed and 
the poor quality of the report. 
4.-What further actions should be taken to follow through on 
the results of the project? 
This question has already been answered by the approval of the 
proposal for phase II. 
B.-MULTILAYER POLYETHYLENE FILM-PHASE II (90-1031) 
1.-Have the objectives of the project been completed? 
Most of the detailed objectives have been formally met and the 
researcher has done a commendable job to follow step-by-step the 
methodology set forth in the proposal. Nevertheless, the general 
objective of the project has not been fulfilled. 
The complexity of the problem coupled to the lack of adequate 
training in experimental design and interpretation of ensuing data 
has limited the actual accomplishments of the project. 
The report clearly indicates that the researchers cannot handle 
multivariable experiments either in an efficient or effective 
manner. Their approach has been mostly intuitive and the report 
does not adequately reflect the amount of effort invested. 
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The review in the conclusions section indicates that the 
researcher has achieved a clear understanding of the issues at 
stake. Still, the product required (greenhouse coextruded film 
competitive with currently available products) is not there. 
The proposal sets forth the following objectives: 
8.-"The general objective of the present project is to produce in 
Jordan a new multilayer greenhouse film incorporating degraded and 
weathered films, with longer service life at a lower price than 
the films now on the market. This will be done by further 
refining on a pilot plant the technology developed during the 
first phase of the project." 
This objective has not been accomplished. It requires the 
development of a marketable product. The plant coextruded films 
inherited from phase I have (as was predictable) a much shorter 
service life than existing monolayer films. Their eventual 
production cost is estimated to be lower but this prediction may 
not reflect in a lower price for the product. Lastly, I cannot 
agree with the notion that the previous phase of this project 
resulted in the development of a technology. 
9.-"The detailed objectives are the following: 
a.-"To produce a series of films on the RSS coextrusion 
plant;"--COMPLETED-- 
b.-"To evaluate the properties of those films in the laboratory 
and use that information to seek the best composition 
extrusion/parameters;"-- Formally accomplished-- I do not believe 
that the best parameters were found. 
c.-"To investigate the field performance of multilayer films, 
particularly in regard to their performance as greenhouse covers". 
--COMPLETED-- This objective has been accomplished and I find the 
experiments were very neatly conducted. The limitation has been 
that they only had one coextruded film to work with (the phase I 
film, predictably deficient). The observation that the optical 
properties of the coextruded film during its limited service life 
and as measured by greenhouse productivity are comparable to those 
of the monolayer film is very significant. 
d.-"To perform a feasibility study of the process" --COMPLETED-- 
The RSS has a special group (Economics Department) to conduct this 
kind of studies, they are responsible for the analysis reported. 
e.-"To introduce the new technology to potential manufacturers 
in Jordan and abroad"--COMPLETED-- A workshop was used to meet 
this requirement. Workshops seem to be a tool favoured by IDRC, I 
do not believe they are effective. The objective has been 
formally met. 
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2.-What were the results of the project? 
The main accomplisments of this project have been: 
1.-It has been shown that greenhouses built using coextruded 
films containing recycled P.E. have crop yields similar to those 
of greenhouses using monofilms of virgin material; 
2.-The RSS now has in-house expertise in film coextrusion and and 
the equipment to produce their own films for future development 
work; 
3.-The researcher has reached a clear understanding of the 
factors that need to be controlled in order to develop a useful, 
competitive coextruded film. In particular the need to 
characterize the scrap material and the key role played by the top 
layer in protecting the bottom layer. This understanding has not 
been fully exploited. The temperature, induced degradation of the 
extruded film identified as a factor could have been easily 
controlled by water cooling the extruder screw. 
It is clear that the investigator has not been able to handle the 
large number of variables and interactions involved. As a result, 
nowhere in the conclusions can the researchers state their results 
in quantitative terms or show that any of their films show optimal 
properties. In fact, as with phase I, it is not evident what the 
final film structure and composition should be. 
In essence the whole exercise is aimed towards replacing virgin 
film with as thick a bottom layer as possible with as much 
recycled material in it as possible given field performance 
requirements and processing limitations. 
As a result of the experimental work carried out, it should have 
been possible to answer questions like the following for any given 
film: 
-what should the thickness of the top layer be if elongation at 
break is to increase by XX%? 
-if the stabilizer contents of the top layer is raised by .X%, 
by how much can the thickness of the top layer be decreased 
without affecting the weatherability of the film? 
-how many weeks of weathering are the equivalent of each 
percentage point of recycled material added to the bottom 
layer; 
-etc., 
In addition, as part of the "technology" developed standards and 
procedures there should have been included: 
-quality control of batches of waste material reaching the 
plant; sampling techniques, properties to be measured, levels 
for acceptance or rejection; 
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-quality control of semi-finished products; 
-specifications for cleansing water, detergents; 
-safety precautions in handling waste contaminated with 
pesticides and fertilizers; acceptable levels of these 
chemicals in water that has been recycled. 
-standards for the finished product; 
-etc. 
3.-What has been the impact of the project? 
The effects expected from the successful completion of this 
project are listed in the "Users and Beneficiaries" section of the 
project proposal (page 5): 
"DOWNSTREAM EFFECTS: The main beneficiaries are intended to be 
the farmers ...from a reduced price... because of the competition 
between film producers." 
"UPSTREAM EFFECTS: The effect ...will be a decrease in raw 
material imports..." 
"EMPLOYMENT CREATION:... due to an increase in sophistication 
compared with existing process..." 
As measured by these expectations the project has been partially 
successful. As has been stated above the project's achievements 
have fell short of developing a coextruded greenhouse film product 
and its associated technology. Nevertheless the RSS has acquired 
a significant amount of experience on P.E. recycling. This 
experience includes: 
-scrap characterization; 
-improvement of scrap properties by addition of modifiers; 
-scrap processing to produce single and coextruded films; 
This experience is applicable to a host of film products that, 
although not as demanding as greenhouse film, are of equal 
economic significance. 
The value of the researchers' contribution has been recognized by 
the largest film producer in Jordan, the Agricultural Plastic 
Industrial Company (APIC). In fact, from conversations with their 
general manager it became evident that this project has its 
origins in APIC's plans to build a recycling plant which date back 
to 1987. 
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It seems that APIC obtained the basic recycling technology from 
the suppliers of their equipment. In addition, they contacted the 
RSS for additional support from their scientists. In 1988, while 
phase I of the project was in full swing, they signed an agreement 
with RSS, the terms of which I did not ask about. Towards the end 
of 1988 the recycling plant was started up. At this point in time 
they make coextruded film for varied applications and have reached 
a recycled content of 40 to 60% "thanks to the input of the 
RSS..." 
APIC is the largest film maker (40% of the market), the only one 
with coextrusion capability and the only large scale recycler. 
The basic figures used in the proposal for the economic analysis 
of the coextruded film project are still basically correct. On 
the other hand the assumption that lower cost of production will 
induce manufacturers to produce and *sell coextruded greenhouse 
film has to be re-examined. Scientists think linearly, business 
people do not. In particular, recyclers will seek to minimize 
risk and complications and to maximize profit, not minimize 
prices. Why add a top layer to make a very demanding product when 
more money can be made out of selling bottom layer-like film 
products? 
The consumption pattern of agricultural film in Jordan is the 
following: 
mulch....... 6,000 Tns........ 50% 
greenhouse..5,000 Tns........ 40% 
low tunnel..1,000 Tns........ 10% 
TOTAL...... 12,000 Tns. 
The estimate is that about 4,000 Tns ("30%) total scrap from 
agricultural applications are available for recycling every year. 
The rest is either burnt or buried. High quality waste from 
greenhouse films is probably half that much. The factor limiting 
the availability of waste material is mainly the lack of an 
established scrap market and of a collection and transportation 
system. 
Black mulch film is used for only one season. Physical 
continuity and moderate mechanical properties are everything that 
is demanded from the film. Other applications of mulch type film 
include water conduits for watering and pond liners. Non 
agricultural applications of film require film specifications that 
are easily met: general covers and bags and packaging. Total 
demand for these applications may be estimated in about 10,000 
Tns. 
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For as long as the agricultural waste film that is available for 
recycling is less than about 10,000 Tns, the plastic industry will 
choose to recycle all available material for applications less 
demanding than greenhouse film. Meanwhile they will choose to use 
virgin materials, even at a higher cost, to ensure reliable and 
constant quality of raw materials. 
Against this background the project has helped at least one 
(large) recycler to produce better quality films with higher waste 
contents for applications other than greenhouse films. Although 
not quantified, it is reasonable to assume that part of the cost 
savings have been transferred to the consumers. Imports of raw 
materials must have also been reduced. 
4.-What further actions should be taken to follow through on the 
results of the protect? t 
Through both phases of this project the RSS have developed the 
basic information and have been provided with the equipment 
necessary to produce greenhouse waste into coextruded greenhouse 
film incorporating recycled materials. Coextruded greenhouse film 
containing recycled waste does not seem to be a viable commercial 
product. Still, the basic know-how developed is applicable to the 
general problem of recycling plastic waste. 
Further action on this particular field must be left to 
Jordanians to decide upon. The scientific group at the RSS has 
not acted with conviction or determination in the application of 
the information that has been acquired. This has been due mostly 
to limitations in training and experience which are to be expected 
from scientific professionals rather than lack of will or 
enthusiasm. 
Although there is no economic justification for recycling 
greenhouse film into greenhouse film, the countryside has to be 
rid of agricultural waste. It is for government to set up the 
necessary inducements to make scrap collection either economically 
advantageous or legally compulsory. 
The economic climate in Jordan is very liberal within the 
constraints of their political system. Also, Jordan is a very 
small country where everybody seems to know everybody else. 
Building up a consensus through government action seems to be the 
best course of action coupled (maybe) with additional taxes to the 
importation of virgin raw materials as a further inducement to 
turn to recycling. Maybe a system like the one used in Germany 
(Please see Attachment # 1) 
All that seems to be needed to get the ball rolling is a 
determined person that will champion the cause of recycling. This 
person needs not, and perhaps should not, be a scientist. 
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Government officials that I interviewed responded, at least while 
I was there, with enthusiasm and in some cases with immediate 
action. It would be very easy to make a significant contribution 
in Jordan that would set an example for neighbouring countries. 
Regardless of the course of action chosen by Jordan, Nadia 
Khreis's idea of looking into solid waste management as a whole 
seems to me worthy of IDRC's attention. The main objective of 
such an undertaking would be to develop local expertise to back up 
decision making at the appropiate time (Attachement H 2). 
C.-FOUNDRY SANDS 
1.-Have the objectives of the project been completed? 
Yes, all the objectives of the project have been completed in a 
most thorough and satisfactory fashion. 
2.-What were the results of the project? 
Very little can be added to what I consider a well thought-out, 
organized and clear report. The conclusions at the end of the 
report answer this question in a systematic and complete way. If 
the motivations for starting this project off in the first place 
are accepted at face value this project is, within my experience 
with IDRC, a textbook example of a job well done. 
3.-What has been the impact of the project? 
The impact of the project has been minimal in absolute terms. 
Nothing else could be really expected within such a short time 
frame and given the peculiar economic environment in Jordan. 
The Sheba Metal Co. in Amman has, under the supervision of Dr. 
Khreis, incorporated the know-how developed in this project. The 
company produces 20 Tns/month of gray iron, steel and aluminun 
castings using local sands. Their sand imports from Turkey have 
been reduced from 400 to 130 Tn/ year while drastically reducing 
their rejects. 
Most other foundries in Jordan received free copies of the "Sand 
Moulding Manual" prepared as part of the project's objectives. 
Many of the people running the smaller foundries are illiterate, 
but I found copies of the manual in two of the foundries that I 
visited. 
The work done in the future may influence other foundry 
operations in Jordan. The know-how developed is now available 
from the RSS and the industry knows it. 
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One case in point is the foundry plant under construction by the 
Arab Engineering Industry. This is a multinational company, an 
Arab effort involving Jordan, Syria and Saudi Arabia which has 
been under way for ten years. The company will produce 7,000 Tns 
of castings per year with an annual consumption of 700 Tns of sand 
per year. I was told that the plant is expected to start 
production in 1995 and that the researchers involved in this 
project will play a key role in the technical management of the 
operation. 
4.-What further actions should be taken to follow through on the 
results of the project? 
No additional action is required. 
VI.-EGYPT 
A.-RECYCLED POLYETHYLENE WASTE-FILM APPLICATION (90-1005) 
1.-Nave the objectives of the project been completed? 
The objectives set forth in the Proposal are ( page 4, item 13): 
a.-"To collect and characterize virgin waste film available in 
Egypt..."- 
This objective has been formally accomplished, but the 
information developed is very limited and of little practical use. 
The purpose of this objective is, presumably, to determine what 
variability in the properties of the bottom layer can be expected 
due to the origin of the virgin material and the origin of the 
waste. 
Only the mechanical properties of collected waste were 
determined. The researchers' conclusion is "...Their mechanical 
properties are practically in the same order...". This conclusion 
is incorrect. The significance of the data in Table 1 is not 
obvious. Not only large variations in strength and elongation are 
observed but the variations in thickness aliased to the sample 
origin tend to obscure the meaning of any correlations that the 
numbers quoted may indicate. 
A more satisfying way of fulfilling this objective would have 
been to determine what are the variance contributions of 
manufacturer and site to the variance of waste properties and 
eventually of the bottom layer. 
An interesting experiment to determine the effects of the 
variances would have been to expose films made by different 
manufacturers in different sites and then, accounting for the 
thickness, separate the variance contributions of manufacturer and 
site from sample and experimental errors. 
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Experiments like the one suggested are necessary to establish 
adequate standards for acceptance or rejection of waste to be used 
in bottom layers. 
In order to determine whether any differences observed are or not 
significant a determination of the measurement error is at least 
needed, but has not been reported by the researchers. 
In Table 2 of the report, variations in mechanical properties of 
the films are found from manufacturer to manufacturer. If the 
original data (provided by the researchers) for Homan Plastics 
films are considered then: 











MEAN 19.51 406.00 





90% (+/-)3.4 (+/-)116 
Disregarding 
elongation we 
the effect of film thickness on strength and 
find from Table 2 that the overall means are (for 
Egyptian samples, longitudinal values only) 21.7 MPa for strength 
and 399% for elongation. The confidence intervals are: 
STRENGTH ELONGATION 
60% INTERVAL 23.06 19.66 457 341 
90% INTERVAL 24.76 17.96 515 283 
The indication is therefore that significant overall differences 
between different manufacturers can be expected at the 90% 
confidence level. A similar analysis can be run for waste film 
properties. 
b.-"To pelletize the films collected... and produce 
blends...optimize their formulation before and after weathering 
and evaluate their performance" 
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This objective has, in principle, been met. As it was remarked 
previously in connection with the Jordanian projects, the amount 
of experimental work carried out is staggering. Again, like in 
Jordan the researchers have only a rudimentary notion of design of 
experiments and of the techniques for interpreting the resulting 
data. 
As a result, the investigators have developed in a very 
inefficient way, bottom and top films that meet a set of 
laboratory specifications and have combined them to produce a 
coextruded film that meets the same type of criteria. Neither the 
properties of the bottom nor of the top film have been modelled 
mathematically in order to optimize the composite film structure 
and composition. 
Those top and bottom film compositions considered best have been 
simply combined in a scheme that provides only four combinations 
of top and bottom film. Thickness is pre-set instead of being 
considered another independent variable to be optimized. 
Resulting properties of the coextruded film are reported in Table 
18. Although not stated in the report batches B1 and B2 
correspond to M3 and M5 in Table 5. 
A rough interpretatiuon of the results in Table 18 can be 
attempted in the absence of the original data. Focusing on the 
longitudinal strength only, an appropiate model for the response 
of the coextruded film would be: 
STRENGTH = Eo + (E1xB) + (E2xT) + (E3xBxT)+ (E4xW) + (E5xWxT) 
where: 
B is the type of bottom layer, equal to 0 for B1 and to 1 for B2 
T is the type of top layer, equal to 0 for T5 and to 1 for T12 
W is the effect of ageing assumed linear as a first approximation 
also: 
Eo is the strength of the unexposed film of structure B1T5 
E1 is the effect of changing the bootom layer from B1 to B2 
E2 is the effect of changing the top layer from T1 to T12 
E3 is the effect of changing from B1 to B2 when the top layer is 
T2 
E4 is the effect of ageing for one hour 
E5 is the effect of ageing for one hour with a T12 top layer 
instead of a T5 
Using paired experiments we may estimate the values of the 
effects in the model. In order to find sample Els, we substract 
strength values from samples that have B2 as the bottom layer from 
those having B1 in the bottom layer (top layer T=0 or T5) with 
everything else being equal to obtain the following values: 
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DIFFERENCES EFFECT S.D. 
E1 @T=0 : 0.2 0 1 0.4 0.43 




E2 @B=0 0 -0.9 0.9 0 0.73 
The same conclusion is drawn for E2. 
In the same way, it can be shown that there is no indication in 
Table 18 that any of the effects shown are significant. In fact, 
when pooling values of strength for all coextruded film structures 
the value of the only significant effect in the model, E4 the 
effect of ageing, may be found. 
The conclusion is therefore that as far as tensile strength goes, 
the structure-composition combinations of coextruded films 
examined are all equivalent. 
More information is available from Table 19. The model here 
should be extended to include exposure site and E4 would now 
represent the effect of weathering for one day, assuming again, 
for this purpose, linear effects. A multivariate analysis of 
variance of the data in Table 19 indicates, at 90% confidence 
level, that: 
1.-There is no indication that any combination of top and bottom 
layers have any influence on longitudinal strength; 
2.-There is no indication that changing weathering sites affects 
the final strength; 
3.-Final strength is affected by time of weathering but not by 
weathering site; 
4.-The nature of the top layer affects final deformation, the 
nature of the bottom layer does not; 
5.-Weathering affects deformation in a way that changes for 
different weathering sites; 
These conclusions are valid only within the ranges of the 
independent variables defined in Table 19. Some of these 
conclusions can be quantified in order to describe film properties 
within or slightly outside the experimental range. Multivariate 
regression shows the following significant relationships: 
STRENGTH= 16.5 (+/- 0.3) MPa - 0.005 (+/- 0.001)(MPa/Day) * W 
ELONGATION= 533 (+/- 7) % - 0.39 (+/- 0.04) (%/Day) * W 
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The maximum weathering period reported is 335 days, for which the 
ELONGATION model predicts: 
395 +/- 32 with 90% confidence 
regardless of the nature of top or bottom layer and weathering 
site. 
In the same way we may now ask ourselves how long the film will 
last for before its elongation falls below the half its initial 
value: 
533 x .5% = 533 (+/- 7) % - 0.39 (+/- 0.04) (%/Day) x W 
we find that the model predicts atexpected durability of 23 
months with an uncertainty of about 4 months either way at 90% 
confidence. This is to say that the film is predicted to last for 
19 months with 90% confidence. 
The calculations presented for the sake of illustration are 
intended to show: 
1.-That the coextruded film product cannot be considered an 
optimal product even if it meets a set of minimum properties and 
2.-That it would be very much worth the effort to review the 
original data with the help of a person familiar with data 
handling and experimental design. 
c.-"To conduct industrial trials for coextrusion production and 
evaluate the performance of the films produced before and after 
weathering;"--NOT COMPLETED-- 
d.-"To perform a feasibility study of the developed technology 
and to carry out field tests of the films made in c)";--PARTIALLY 
COMPLETED-- The feasibility study presented is really a cost 
analysis and it falls short of being a commercial feasibility 
analysis. No field tests where conducted because there were no 
plant produced films to test. 
2.-What were the results of the Project? 
The main accomplishments of this project have been to: 
1.-To introduce a group of trained professionals to the problems 
of plastic waste recycling; 
2.-To provide equipment for the development of recycled plastic 
waste into film products; 
3.-To develop a group of coextruded films that exhibit in the 
laboratory and some limited field tests properties which might 
render them appropiate for use in greenhouse applications. 
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The main drawbacks have been, as was the case in Jordan: 
1.-The researchers do not have the feeling, the ability, the need 
or the experience for pushing a tecnologically (semi or totally) 
proven product into commercial production. As a result, no 
commercial operator or state organization is aware of the 
potential product being developed. For this and eventually for 
reasons independent of the researchers nobody has expressed the 
least interest in their potential product. 
2.-It is clear that the investigators have not been able to 
handle the large number of variables and interactions involved. 
As a result, nowhere in the conclusions can the researchers state 
their results in quantitative terms or show that any of their 
films show optimal properties. In fact, it is not evident what 
the final film structure and compositign should be. 
Other remarks made in discussing the question of results for 
phase II of the Jordanian Project apply equally well here. 
3.-What has been the impact of the project? 
The project has had no impact whatsoever and I do not expect it 
to have any in the medium term, unless people with complementary 
training and experience and different attitudes are brought to 
bear. 
During discussions concerning the right and timely way of 
delivering the know-how developed to industrial operators I always 
asked the researchers: Who is interested in what you are doing? 
and if a name was brought up then: How many dollars have they 
spent backing you up? 
In this case the one and only answer was Shoman Plastics for the 
first question and to the second that they had helped preparing 
the pellets for some of the experiments. 
What was not mentioned is that Shoman Plastics obtained from the 
resarchers a $25,000 piece of business, against which the 
contribution of a few hours of machine time was just a reasonable 
expense to be charged to public relations. 
As for their interest in the product, I proved to my satisfaction 
that the general manager of Shoman Plastics did not have the least 
idea of what the researchers had been doing in their plant. He 
only knew he had sold them a machine. 
Even if the researchers had made a good show of advertising their 
product-to-be, it is not obvious that the industry would have 
shown any interest in it. In Egypt, as in Jordan but for somewhat 
different reasons, recycling for greenhouses is not yet attractive 
and may never be. 
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I do not have precise figures for total polyethylene and film 
consumption in Egypt. They were promised to me by a number of 
company and government officials but never delivered. The figure 
of 8,500 Tns/yr quoted by the RSS in their study (89-2022) seems 
very low given that Jordan, with 1/10th of the population, 
consumes as much. Also, considering some incomplete data on the 
output of the largest film manufacturers in Egypt: 
1.-Medical Packing (public).... extruder x 12 mts...... 
2.-National Plastic(public).... coextruder x 4 mts..... 6000 
3.-Hyma Plastic.(private)...... extruder x 14 mts...... 6000 
4.-Horia Plastics (private).... coextruder x 7 mts..... 
5.-Shuman Plastic.(private).... coextruder .............5000 
6.-Lasheen Plastics(private)... extruder ...............2500 
and the fact that National estimates their share of the market at 
30%, I'll take 25,000 total film production as a rough estimate. 
To estimate total agricultural film I made use of figures 
provided by the Agricultura Research Centre. 
Total greenhouse ................1,250 Htrs (5,000 in Jordan) 
Area of one greenhouse tunnel... 540 m2=.054 Htrs 
Weight of film per greenhouse... 200 Kgr 
Total greenhouse film ........... 5,000 Tns/yr 
On the other hand: 
Total low tunnel area .............25,000 feddans or 10,500 Htrs 
Average weight of film per tunnel ...400 Kgr/feddan or 950 Kgr/Htr 
Total low tunnel ..................10,000 Tns/yr 
To this total of 15,000 Tns of film for agricultural film a few 
thousand Tns (about 6,000 Tns sounds right) should be added to 
account for mulch and then the total figure should be multiplied 
by a factor of two to account for packaging applications. A total 
estimate of 25,000 Tns per year for total film consumption seems 
about right. 
Focusing now on recycling, there are about 25 recycling plants in 
Egypt. Their typical equipment allows for a capacity of 300 
Tns/yr for a grand total of approximately 8,000 Tns/yr recycled in 
Egypt. 
To summarize the coarse estimates developed above: 
Total film production ....... 25,000 Tns 
Total greenhouse............ 5,000 Tns 
Total recycled ...............8,000 Tns 
As argued in the case made for Jordan, there is no reason to 
recycle low quality greenhouse waste into highly demanding 
greenhouse film if: 
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I.-There is an unsatisfied market for less demanding applications 
as the figures quoted seem to indicate; 
2.-There are easily accesible sources of high grade waste, like 
medical packaging which is easily collected from hospitals; 
In fact, recyclers will do their utmost to process the highest 
quality material. In spite of the fact that one particular 
recycler (Sabry) expressed that he could get his hands on as much 
waste as he could process, he chose to import plant scrap from 
Algeria for some of his own products rather than face the 
uncertainty associated with hand classified waste. 
While virgin material prices are on the rise and supply scarce, 
recyclers have no incentives to upgrade the quality or 
sophistication of their- products. Waste recycled at a cost of 600 
Egyptian pounds (LE) is sold for 3,500 LE, and recyclers are 
working at capacity. 
Another factor to be surmounted (and this applies to Jordan as 
well) is the fact that consumers have a low perception of recycled 
materials. They are equated to re-processed garbage and valued as 
such. 
4.-What further actions should be taken to follow through on the 
results of the project? 
It is not clear to me why this project was approved by IDRC in 
the first place. It essentially duplicates work that had been 
done or was being carried out in Jordan. If the Jordanian RSS had 
developed a good greenhouse film then the way to proceed would 
have been to run weathering and field tests in Egypt. 
The experimental data generated during the course of the project 
should be re-analyzed. Using appropiate techniques I have no 
doubt that much more information can be obtained and a better 
final product defined. 
As it has been the case with Jordan, through this project the NRC 
and the University of Mansura have developed the basic 
understanding and have been provided with the the tools necessary 
to develop and produce greenhouse waste into coextruded greenhouse 
film incorporating recycled materials. The basic know-how 
acquired can also be applied to the general problem of recycling 
plastic waste. 
The Egyptian researchers have shown the usual lack of 
understanding of the ways of the business community. In addition, 
Egypt is different to Jordan in a number of ways, and none of 
those differences promote innovation at any level. 
The economy is still tightly controlled, the largest operators 
are owned and run by the state, the industry is oligopolic. 
Bureaucracy and red tape permeates everything even the minds and 
the culture of individuals. 
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In the scientific and academic environment there are no 
incentives, financial or other, for the development and 
application of commercially valuable know-how. On the other hand, 
securing a subsidy or grant from a foreign organization provides 
both personal and institutional income and personal prestige. 
I assume that the motivations that justify the funding of the 
original project still stand and that emphasis is on the 
application of the information developed rather than on furthering 
of research capacity. 
That being the case, and as the issue of solid waste recycling is 
of the greatest concern for ecological, health and economic 
reasons, further support of a related project would be 
recommended. The researchers should obtain the support of a 
private concern or individual. I dp not think that a public 
organization would do in the case of Egypt. This support should 
include sharing the risk of development and commercialization of 
the product or process of interest. It should be materialized 
through a financial contribution to the project, in cash, of an 
amount at least equal to the grant requested from IDRC. 
5.-Workshop 
The know-how developed cannot be called a technology. The basic 
mechanisms for the control of material and product properties are 
understood but have not been properly quantified in a systematic 
way; the product has not been optimized; field tests have not been 
conducted; it is not evident that a reliable product of constant 
properties can be manufactured from waste material; a methodology 
for characterizing waste films has not been developed; the 
structure of the supplier-recycling industry (formal and informal) 
has not been studied; standards for semi-finished and finished 
products have not been developed; a production manual describing 
the manufacturing process and specifying production parameters is 
not available, etc. 
Under these circumstances it is not rQasonable to expect that 
"technology transfer agreements will be initiated ..."(paragraph 
34,c of the proposal). If they were, I do not think that a person 
has been enlisted with the capability of, or empowered to, 
negotiating such kind of agreements. 
The "Provisional Program" for the workshop is included as 
Attachment # 3 It is irrelevant, essentially an exercise in public 
relations that "...will assist in experience exchange and enrich 
the second phase of the project..." (paragraph 3 of Attachement N4 
I definitely think that it is not worth it. 
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B.-SHALE BRICK PRODUCTION (88-1045) 
1.-Have the objectives of the project been completed? 
All objectives, down to the detailed objectives set forth in the 
methodology section, that do not require extensive work outside 
laboratory facilities have been met. Laboratory work has been 
extensive and thorough. A solution has been found for all of the 
problems associated with the use of shale. Activities designed to 
test laboratory results under production conditions have not been 
carried out. 
2.-What were the results of the project? 
The basic problems to be solved were related to processing and 
final properties. Given that shale must be used: How to obtain a 
workable material that will not abrade or corrode the machinery 
and yield a brick with acceptable properties? 
Shale requires more water than Nile silt. To reduce shrinkage 
sand is added. Sand abrades machinery. Silt also contains 
chloride salts which corrode machinery, promote efflorescence and 
are exhausted with the kiln fumes. 
The work reported has addressed these issues and found working 
laboratory solutions for all of them. 
Plasticity and shrinkage have been found to be reduced by adding 
acetic acid (1.5% recommended); sand can be replaced by grog or 
finely milled limestone powder; pre calcining the shale also 
reduces the amount of chlorine in the brick (although the total 
amount exhausted into the atmosphere is the same). Limestone 
additions seem to be the best method, they also allow for lower 
firing temperatures to be used. A more complete summary, as given 
by the report's authors is enclosed with this report as Attachment 
# 5 
3.-What has been the impact of the project? 
I estimate that the project has had no impact on the small scale 
brick manufacturers or amongst the low income population in the 
area. A discussion follows: 
When considering the work recorded in the reports resulting from 
this project it is interesting to keep the chronology of events in 
mind. The following information was collected from varied formal 
and informal sources. 
In 1969 the GOHBPR was given the mandate to look into shale as 
the replacement of silt in brick production. Research was started 
in 1972. In 1976 the GOHBPR obtained a grant to support their 
shale research from the Austrian government. The use of Nile silt 
for brick manufacturing was forbidden by a law passed in 1978. 
Brick manufacturers were given until 1984 to switch over to shale. 
By 1982 the first plant trials were conducted by GOHBPR. 
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In 1988 the present project proposal is approved. The general 
objectives of this proposal are sufficiently basic that it is 
reasonable to assume a considerable amount of redundancy with work 
done previously by the GOHBPR. Some of the answers to the 
questions set forth in the proposal must have been already 
available after 12 years of research into the subject. 
As a consequence of the prohibition of 1978 the number of small 
(10-15 million bricks/year) brick manufacturers decreased from 
over two thousand down to about half that number in 1988 and then 
to the present level of about 800. On the other hand, there were 
10 large (200 million standard bricks/year) publicly owned and 
operated of which only one remains. 
The causes for these casualties are different for the case of 
yards than for the case of large plants. The yards that went 
under did so mostly because they could not adapt to using shale as 
a raw material. They did not have shale available near the yard 
or could not afford the additional investment in machinery 
(extruders were not needed with silt) or simply did not learn in 
time how to handle the shale. 
On the other hand, most of the large plants were installed after 
1978 under turnkey agreements with foreign suppliers to use 
specifically shale as a raw material. The reason for their 
failure to survive is that more recently the government has 
stopped subsidies to publicly owned companies. Large operations 
could not compete in price with small yards. 
I visited the sole, surviving large plant. The Misr Clay Brick 
Co. has its plant in the industrial center in Gazra, in the 
southern suburbs of Cairo. The plant was constructed under a 
turnkey agreement by the French and started up in 1982 at a cost 
(I estimate from the information given to me that it was 30 
million LE in 1982) of twenty million US dollars. The plant is 
fully automated and uses stainless steel lined, forced convection 
stoves and furnaces for pre drying and firing of the bricks. 
The plant manager told me that they are barely breaking even and 
he obtained from their financial department a % cost distribution. 
Their sales people informed me that they sell standard bricks at 
100 LE per thousand bricks. It is reasonable then to estimate 
that their total cost is equal to the selling price. With this 
information the following costs can be estimated: 
PLANT CAPACITY 200 
TOTAL COST 100 
Labor (25%).... 25 








Total investment can be calculated back from here to check on the 
assumptions: 
Investment = (20 yrs x 200,000,000 bricks/yr x 13 LE/brick) 
= 52 million LE = US$18 million. 
which agrees reasonably well with the original estimate of 
US$20M. It amounts to US$ 0.10 of investment per each brick of 
yearly capacity. 
The total number of workers is 500, therefore the cost per worker 
is 200 M bricks/yr x 25 LE/(1000 bricks) / 500 workers = 833 LE 
per worker. 
Similar calculations can be made for the tipical small brick 
yard (Please see next page): 
Some interesting observations can be now made from the perusal 
and comparison of the cost structures of large and small brick 
manufacturing operations. 
The first observation is that household income for the family 
operating the yard is about US$1100 per month. This has to be 
compared with US$300 for an engineer with a Ph.D. and 30 years of 
experience working with the GOHBPR, or the basic salary of a Ph.D. 
with the NRC (US$200), the take home wages of a worker at the 
large brick plant (US$180) or, finally the take home wages of a 
worker in a small yard (US$60). 
Next we see that the most important cost items for a large plant 
operating next to the shale deposits are ENERGY, followed by LABOR 
and MAINTENANCE. From the conclusions of the project summarized 
above or from Attachment M we notice that the principal 
"achievements" of the work done are: reduction of sand contents 
(reduces erosion, therefore MAINTENANCE), control of chlorine 
emmissions (reduces corrosion of fans, s.s.linings, therefore 
MAINTENANCE), adding ground limestone (MISR is very close to at 
least one lime plant and their RAW MATERIALS cost is nil) reduces 
firing temperature (reducing ENERGY costs) and improves quality. 
Now quality is mainly a concern of the large operator. Most of 
their sales are to other public organizations or construction 
"consultants" which manage construction of large private buildings 
or private houses for the wealthier classes. 
LABOR costs cannot be reduced because large operations must 
comply with government wage regulations and are closely watched by 
the unions. 
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(2 m3/1000 u.) 21.6 
400 LE/week 1.5 
20 LE/1000 u. 20.0 
25 LE/hr (2 hrs/day) 0.1 
18000 LE/yr 1.3 
4000 LE/month 3.4 
135 LE/Ton (14 lbs/1000 0.1 
TOTAL COST/1000 U. 50.2 
add 15 % rejects 55.2 
Selling price ex-yard 90 
Profit before taxes 34.78 
Profit after taxes 28.52 
TOTAL REVENUES FOR THE YARD 1,260,000 LE/yr 
420,000 $US/yr 
TOTAL NET INCOME FOR THE YARD 399,262 LE/yr 
133,087 $US/yr 
Total investment is therefore US$.01 per each brick/yr of 
capacity. 
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On the other hand the main cost items for a small operator are 
RAW MATERIALS and LABOR, while the cost of ENERGY is 
insignificant, mostly because the bricks are naturally dried. The 
yard operator would therefore not be interested in increasing RAW 
MATERIALS cost by adding limestone, or decreasing ENERGY costs. 
Nor would they be interested in improving quality beyond what 
present levels because they customers are mainly local, for small 
dwellings where are not highly stressed and nobody controls their 
quality. 
Now quality control is the responsibility of the GOHBPR and they 
have not developed national standards for bricks or their raw 
materials and they never inspect yards to test the quality of 
their production. 
I only visited three yards, chosen by my GOHBPR hosts. I was 
told by the yard managers that they had seen my sponsors once some 
years ago during the first licensing inspection, later 
accompanying another foreigner and then with me. I asked point 
blank to one of the managers whether he had received any technical 
help from GOHBPR and he look dumbfounded. 
Yards have learnt to use shale by consulting with the suppliers 
of the mixers and extruders, by bringing in foreign consultants (a 
Yugoslavian expert was mentioned) or by spying on each other or 
word of mouth. The GOHBPR was never mentioned as a source of 
know-how. 
What they do to decrease salt content (gypsum is also a problem) 
is to wash the shale before feeding into the mixer. I dipped my 
fingers into a puddle of water that had drained from the shale and 
took it to my lips. It was very, very briny. 
The shrinkage problem is somewhat ameliorated by the fact that 
extruded bricks are slowly dried outdoors. The bricks are 
transported using donkey charts to the yard where they are piled 
up in rows and covered with hay or sheltered under roof. After 5 
to 7 days the straw is removed, after an additional week the 
bricks are rearranged. This slow process at low temperature 
partly avoids the problems arising from the higher temperature, 
forced convection drying in large operations. It also decreases 
the need for decreasing the sand content and minimizing water 
additions. Yards do not operate during the cooler winter months. 
To summarize: There has been no impact of the project on the 
small yards nor has it had any effect on the prices of bricks 
available to the general population of the region. 
I 
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4.-What further actions should be taken to follow through on the 
results of the Project? 
Small yards are very cost efficient operations. The GOHBPR has 
presented a proposal for extension of the this project Attachement 
#6). The GOHBPR has all the technical knowledge that is required 
to answer any specific need that may be identified. The GOHBPR is 
not at this point in time, the right organization to address the 
needs of yard operators. Any isolated action taken to improve the 
quality or cost of the operations will translate into higher 
income for the owners rather than in cheaper bricks for the poor. 
I believe that the only way to benefit the population at large is 
to take this matter to local organizations. A more detailed 
discussion of this proposal should inelude an Egyptian national. 
To avoid embarrassment and friction in dealing with villagers it 
is necessary to feel comfortable with the culture and to be 
knowledgeable in their ways. The owners of the yards, their 
families, the workers, truck drivers all belong to the same 
community. In order to explore effective ways to increase yard 
efficiency in a way that will result in cheaper and better bricks, 
the dynamics of the community has to be thoroughly understood. 
5.-The Researchers have proposed a continuation of the work. Do 
the results to date Justify further funding by IDRC? Is it worth 
it? Are the results obtained to date of interest to the poorest 
sectors of Cairo and the region? 
It is evident that, be it by design or by chance, the 
experimental work has been mainly designed to solve the problems 
of the large operators. 
The fact is that the principal researcher in this project is also 
a member of the executive committee of a brick manufacturing 
company. Most likely MISR itself. MISR is at the brink of 
closing operations because it cannot produce bricks in a cost 
effective way. 
The Ministry of Reconstruction owns the plant, but I can see that 
there must be a lot of pressure on the Ministry of Housing and 
therefore on the GOHBPR to come up with ways to decrease 
maintenance and fuel costs. 
The GOHBPR has the necessary equipment, the brain power and the 
expertise to solve any and all the problems associated with large 
or small scale brick production. I was in fact amazed to find 
such a concentration of Ph.D.s with expertise in so many 
associated disciplines. 
On the other hand walking through the laboratories it was obvious 
to me that their equipment had gone untouched for months. I 
noticed a person running ahead of me shaking the dust off mixers 
and extruders while I walked the laboratories. 
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I do not recommend further funding of any research project 
through the GOHBPR. If they are motivated they can secure funding 
from their own budget or from the small yards (a US$100 million 
industry). 
It must be noted that the GOHBPR is the institution responsible 
for: inspecting the yards and plants and to certify that they use 
only shale, make adequate use of land space and meet other 
government standards. They can close any yard that they find at 
fault, so it is not because of lack of authority that they do not 
get the attention or collaboration from small yard operators. I 
believe is lack of interest. 
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PACKAGING A REVOLUTION" 
(September/October 1993) 
I ' orld Watch reported last year 
V ) on Germany's revolutionary- 
though imperfect-efforts to make 
manufacturers responsible for the 
collection and recycling of their 
packaging after it is discarded by cus- 
tomers. 
At that time, the German system 
faced a precarious financial situation 
generated by its original fee struc- 
ture. Initially, manufacturers were 
charged a weight-based fee for the 
packaging materials they used (the 
tees are to coyer the cost of collect- 
ing and recycling the packaging). 
Although the system was able to find 
recycling markets for paperboard and 
glass, it soon ended up with a glut of 
plastics and composites, which are 
much harder to recycle. So it moved 
to a sliding fee scale, based on mater- 
ial types, rather than just \yeight, 
charging manufacturers more for 
plastic and composites than for 
paperboard and glass. This October, 
the tees will be further differentiated 
so that a ton of plastic will cost 
almost 20 times as much as a ton of 
glass. 
As a result of the shift to a more 
accurate fee structure, Germany's 
system is now on more solid financial 
footing. The total amount of 
ing in Germany decreased by 4 per- 
cent in 1993, ftom 12.3 million tons 
to 11.5' million. 
More important, perhaps, is the 
shift in the t\'pes of material used for 
packaging in Germany. Plastic has 
lost one-third of its market share to 
paperboard and glass, according to 
Joachim Spangenberg, researcher at 
the German government's Wuppertal 
Institut. For every ton of plastic sold 
for packaging in Germany now, two- 
thirds of the cost stems from its col- 
lection and recycling fee and only 
-'do A4 
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one-third is generated by the plastic 
itself. 
Although the shift to packa"ing 
that is easy to re-use or recycle is 
incomplete, German' is seeing "the 
tirst indication of what it would 
mean if prices told the ecological 
truth," says Spangenberg. 
As Germany continues to adjustr 
its system, the European Union is 
working toward common recycling 
standards for its 12 member coun- 
tries. Such legislation is important 
because there has been some tension 
between member nations over vari- 
ous packaging schemes. The German 
s\srcm, for example, although eflec- 
tiyc in collecting large amounts of 
packaging materials, flooded the 
recycleables market-lowering the 
price for recycleabics elsewhere in 
Europe. 
The legislation sets both mini- 
mum and maximum targets for 
materials collection and recycling-it 
includes maximum limits because the 
current market can only use so much 
recycled material. The European 
Union legislation does offer an 
exemption to the maxmaum if coun- 
tries are able to prove that they have 
enough domestic recycling capacity 
to collect and use a higher percent- 
aize of materials. 
-Megan Ryan 
CAN MONEY BUY 
A LONGER LIFE? 
(November/December 1993) 
1 
7 hile most of the world's life 
1 expectancies have been rising 
consistently, the lifespan of the aver- 
age citizen of Russia is decreasing, as 
noted in World Watch late last year. 
Recently released data on this 
counter-trend now indicates that the 
downturn is even larger than prcyi- 
ously thought, and may be worsen- 
ing. In 1993, 20 percent more 
Russians died than during the previ- 
ous year, and Russian researchers 
nosy believe that the life expectancy 
for men is down to 59 years, a rate 
15 years below typical lifespans for 
the industrial world. 
Heart and circulatory failure was 
the leading cause among the addi- 
tional deaths reported, accounting for 
about half of them. Although health 
authorities would typically address 
increased death rates related to med- 
ical problems, the number of heart 
and circulatory-related deaths was so 
high that it was considered to be a 
matter of national security as well. 
The second leading reason for the 
increased mortality figures is an 
increase in violent crimes, which were 
responsible for a quarter of the added 
deaths in 1993. Social crisis, personal 
insecurin,, and economic hardship are 
thought to have played a big role in 
that violence. 
For Russian women, life expec- 
tancy is now 73 years, also below 
recent levels. The difference between 
life expectancies of Russian women 
and men is the largest of any country. 
In 1993, 1.4 million people were 
born in Russia and 2.2 million died. 
Taking into account migrations to 
Russia from other former Soviet 
republics, the net fall in Russia's pop- 
ulation was half a million. 
-Hal Kane 
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Issues relating to disposal of waste in general and of plastics 
in particular are a. major concern worldwide. The rising.environmental 
awareness ha:; forced governments arid. local authorities to search 
technical and organizational r,ollit ions for a future-oriented waste 
Mi ir1 ig(lrlcrlt . 4 
Various legislative initiatives and procedures have been acti- 
vated within the past feV, years in the leading industrial countries 
aiding at encouraging reduction of the waste produced and increasing 
rouse arid recycling of waste components. 
On the other hand, the developing countries are still fur away 
front r Fc.c;cJni :ing on envir or.rlr,ntF,) st.rdtegy which controls and regulates 
the disposal of the dif-forelit -.d.ste strearr;s. Tile lo'vh tirlor lty glvert to 
VciIsto management in the developing countries leads to the loss of. a lot 
of precious raw materials and to the deterioration of nonrenewable 
environmental resources such as air, land and water . The welfare of 
future generations is strongly related to the sustainability of the 
resources existing today. 
t'+'GT1f.?trliC' 3roTi the ab!;cence o a wste I'land:1 elhC'nt 
1;.-llc j' tS: oI'. arl,' r_Li'.<3nt7C'U in the developing 
coil ro-ries wl-,ere raw material., are mast.)y impor-Lea-1 tfius cori`,,,ituing a 
fArain on the national buo Jordan for example r.,pent 20 miIIic.,rl 
Jordanian L:in3rs(,)_it) on a sing i1' le Lypp o? plastic rra.4'd materials on 1992, 
namely polyethylene. The total imports of artificial resins and hl a: tic 
rr;:Jteria1s were '71 .65 million jr) nn 1992 . lr;iports of selective raw 
lr,+:,it cr ial 5 on i.I-le YE:ar 1992 were ; 
'%1 flrl 
ttiil,r,c.r- "' .14 
!)caper and paperboaT-d `.',0.02 
Palter rtlar i I -io r.at e r i a 1 s 3.29 
Iron arm steel 163.37 
Copper 8.36 
Aluminum 1 `-.825 
7.irlc 1.30 
trillion J D ( I J D t- I .3 (31S ) 
rr,i I I i on J:t 
mi l l ion JD 
r.;, 11 i on 7rt 
million JD 
rr,i l l ion JD 
million JD 
million Jt) 
li 3 rcyc:lirul 01 l.0% (,f tI -ie I-)Ia,t.ic,rribbc,r and paper raw rr;ritc,t-iaic. 
a rid a rr.'Ci)ver y of 10% of rr,(- I a ls wore achieved in re. ;pon'_e to o .C'1 
rnc)cirx:t ttjrget of a w u I I - dcf i rlect nationaI environmental ,.trategy, the 
total Eavillgs 'in tho foreign currency reserves if.. E`&t.imated to bc about 
_1- 
So million JD or 73 million US annually . This rough estirlate of 
saving could rise significantly if imported finished products are 
included rather than raw materials only, 
Rosearchers from the Royal Scientific Society (RSS) in Jordan 
rc>cc,nt.ly completed a two phase project. (:upportod by 1[iRC on t.}ur 
recycling and utilization of agricultural p1actic wastes:, The results 
of this project have proved beyond doubt that waste recycling and its 
utilization via complementary state-of.-the-art technalogies offer- a 
very attractive solution to nuisance environmental problems and im- 
proves the economics of production. However , the major obstacles that 
lin(it the full nat.ion -wide implementation and realization of the 
f indings emanating from this research are the absence of a reliable 
system of waste recovery that gaurantees L h e cortt.inuoUs supply of 
classifjed scrap rn-al.0rials to the 101-6; rele>vnrtt industry as well as 
the 16cl, of education and motivation among individuals to justify a 
waste recovery systeirt that would essentially require their -efforts 
and willings in order for such a system to succeed. Also the spectrum: 
of market opportunities for- recycled materials and products have not 
been explored yet at the national and regional level. 
Thereforre comprehensive work and cont inuing integrated efforts 
are e s to create arid OdoPt_ L"!e proper national recycl ing 
prograirtn?C concerning pla!sticc, as otljor tai S_ardr..d ma t.erials . 
This si.ratery must be a part of a nation-wide consciuos social practice 
of the enlightened citizens. This strategy shall encourage riot only 
recycl ing of waste , but also use of other feasible recover-y methods. 
1hi foilcY;jrtg goals shall be sc;ught jer: 
A. MATE*PIALS FL-OW OF PLASTj(""S IN 
Statistics survey on Lh differen.t. type's of plastics materials, 
irt)CC'<.s[':± i?nCi 1-t;ail 3 Cdr 1 OI"t5 in GI'fjc9rl 1'i + jGr types. of c'cC.71orr, i c 
1, 1 ov;,!n e '11.:6 1 1 1:r? it?F.`ni _ i f l('d . l)c.'ti i I ed i C, 11 c, 1 SLat i ::t i Cs c:ur rcp- 
t 11% ) !'Tt exi S.t. 31q stl::l 1 E' St abI i L=.lifi!7 Fir-,6 pubI i f c?r t. h,7' f 3 r!A 
Iii J(rd- n. A regional 1ric!"i,Cljrll! i l)11fCI-ence he It' f; Cc;r,tiy lit 
JOT- do 1.1 reVe'aIed that. such statist.ic are i1so riot availab3,e wit}Tin 
t12(, Ara.1) c. a u n L r j es . 
Li . I NK' I D NCL' OF I'LSTI CS WASTES 
jgaLion of thc' sou,-cc. ann placo s of occurrence of 
lA ;J.-,t i C i 1 Wi10 S t1 00TH 1:,(, i d('rlt i f i ed f rom t too 
different and r,griciulturrjl sector 
lnvestigation Of the cay.-aCity Of OX E-xjr,ting landfills. and tho 
<<vailabiIity of new c-Ates for lanc.41illE;. Investigation of the 
cyclall] (..' I)lastic waste sourct,s. 
C. COLLECTION AND CHARECTERIZATION OF WASTE STREAMS 
Collection of plastics wastes from a selected model area(!y). 
Othc>r riaterials sucli as paper and metals shall also be invest.iyat.ed 
in this task in order to evaluate the actual impact of plast.irs 
wastes on the the total waste stream. This task shal l ref lect. Ltte 
practical feasibility of collection as well as the potential 
availability of economic, amounts of plastics wastes and the 
consequent system and cost of collection. Initially, a primitive 
collection system shall be used and then based on the collected 
<amounts, the feasible collection cost can be est.ittlated . At the end 
of this t:.ask statistics on the composition of different waste 
streams shall be established and published for the first time. 
Such statistics shall be the quidelines fort any future research or 
activity in the field of tnanagement. Based on the results of 
this task, strategies for solid waste disposal, source separation 
and collection can be rccotrtnended. Also suggesstion of several 
environmental restrictions to be imposed on disposal and utiliza- 
tion of waste, can be presented. 
[). PFCC)VE.itY AND UTILIZATION O PLASTIC WASTES 
Clcxs>if ication and sorting of the collected plastic wastes. Suitable 
sorting processes must be introduced that yield high fraction of 
plastics waste thus allowing a feasible recycling process. 
Investigation of other efficient recycling or recovery processes 
for plastics wastes that could be adopted by the local industry 
or the MunicipiIities . The study should present technological 
<_.olutions to convert into nee, material and Energy resources 
alld fla iL1?lt the main Fr _1 ! (rir, tC) bo <1VC''r r_'cMC 
itivestigatioll of the det!iand for recycled matrlal on the 1lt:it1.F?t.S 
as yell as the markeL outle"s for the application of recovered 
wastE? Preliminary economic feasiibility has to i)e asses5c-d. 
i . D* FP I S, I ON OF RE':"FA.RCI] RESi;1.TS 
Dj f f usi c.n and t.r.:ar,sfE r (:,f they reS1-11 t (-,maI t i nq fr om tt;i 
thrutigh a regional dealer)st.r'atiori 
LeiLMcl_ling of 0,'.!Uc6ticir+al er:virorirnr.ntal Programmer. through the 
media to crll ighten thc. citizens about tboir role in the vast e 
recovory y'rogratrltr'v and promote their envirorlmerital awcaren(!SS. 
The al)ove t.asLls r.halI be carried out with the coappra.t.ion of the 
res(:'arch, acadomic:, governmental .arid envlrorirr,(.rital orgarlizat.icjl'l.`: in 
Ih(- COUrit ry . A] in achi C`%'i rlcl thc: se goals; , the 0xper .i c:IIC,e of 
t1w advanced cr,untrie . in the 1 field of waste m-anagenletit. shaI l he 
ut.ilizrd through s,cient.ific visits and review of the? relevant envir-ori- 
nwnLal Itu at.egies in these countries ii made available. In thie. regard 
we 1evk the of. IF)RC in guidif(cl us to and facilitating the 
contacts with ranadian environmental an(-] district Municipalities 
T ho project i to he compl otrd over a three years I(cr i od 
BE-N I FI TS OF THE RESEARCH 
The whole population of the country shall berdfit from a rec',uction 
in the environmental problems associated with the current improper and 
unregii1 at.ed practices of waste disposal . Orle large open landfill in 
art urban area is causing serious odor problems to the neiglihour. ing torotor'y with high population density . The immediate users of the results of the project are the small and medium size plastic convertors 
in the country who shall be keen to reduce their materials cost thus 
enhancing their economics of production. Lower price products shall also be available in the local market ; or U71e consumers. Friergy may also be recovered from alternative ntr-.thods of waste utilization such as incinerat.ion. on a national scale, the raw material imports shall also 
be significantly reduced thus relieving the strwi.ned national budget.- 
Rdcli.tionally, hundreds of positions for norr-qualified workers and 
technicians shall be created in thF stages of collection, seperation, 
trasport besides the new recycling facilities that have to be adopted 
by the plastic convertors. 
The proposed work shall have art impact on thc- region as a whole since this project is a pioneering work that has not been identified 
<<nyw.here Else in the Arab neighbouring countries, Tho potc:nt.ial 
1'i.`S11ltS iITC' EFi;p(`cted to be a oulde jor r-egjona) haste managerlent. A regional netie,,ork may c-valve for the coordination of waste TnGnag::rr.ent- activities. 
COLLABORATING INSTITUTES 
The research shall be curried out. and coordinated by the Rr-,yaI Cj(ntifi: thr Ieadin, i;1D in>titut(? in the cou-nt.r y. 
1-he Plastic- 1.{esezir ch Fac.i )ity at R'S*S ham - Heron n(,livr.. in the f e 1d Uf plat .ic.s waste recycling and utilization via state of thc: art technola- gies. A two-phase proj:L-ct supported gratefully by IDRC has recently 
been cr.)mpl eted i y with the coopf2;-6ti on of i'cGi I I Universi ty 
i n Canada . 
Jordan Univerr lt. , ;Jl) (7, 1'1eTGicaI ET:'_TjriC'?rl:lg det?drtlr((,'Ift. , `;i%3.11 
in the of 5Frat iorl l"IT DCc";s0S ,nd 'v1<)S,-.e 
ecc,Alery or recycling pl ocesses ref 
The Jordanian I rtvi ronment Irot.ect i on :='Qc i ety (JEPS), GhaI I be involved in promoting the awareness of tho citizens to-veards the 9Jaste 
711,.Mageutent- programme t.-,rough educational social It shall also help, in conducting the required surveys. 




All plastic materials demanded by the local plastic convertors are 
imported. The total plastic materials imports shall be investigated(RSS) 
and classified. The national statistical bulletins classify plastic raw 
materials into inconsistent ca.t.egories on different basis as shown 
below; 
- Acetals, scrniaceta.ls and derivatives 4 
Polyester- resins 
Liquids and pastes from polycondensation 




Polymer granules other than PVC. 
Such a classification cannot reflect the real imports and the 
significance of individual plastics used by the local convertors. 
Therefore, the survey shall utilize the various national facilities 
available such as the documents of the Ministry of Trade and Commerce , 
the national. bulletins described above as well as the plastic conver- 
tors themselves. 
A data, base shall be established and manipulated (RSS) into 
tab IPS Of imported plastic materials classified according to the 
material , processing method and ,pplicatioris. 
Objective B 
Investigation of occurrence of waste streams(RSS) by observation 
ran: ari«lysis of the Yrliole distribution course of plastics . from rah' 
miAerial maTiufacturirig via processing to consumption. -1&rjtifir--ation 
of main sources of waste incidence based on the accomplishments of 
objective A. ;lain sources are expected to arise from processing and 
manufacturing , from domestic waste, from agricultural waste area from 
the commercial use. The degree Of mixing and contamination shall be 
token into consideration. 
Existing landfills shall also be surveyed . Their numher, sites 
cajl:-acity and a-iy other releveAnt infor'mc?tion <Ihall be 
The <Wallahility Of ttc?W sites stall br Lddr-(?ssed. 




CoIlection of p]ast.ic was te;(RSS;CM . On(? or several rr+odeI areas 
stlall be selected. A preliminary exl)c'rirnerltal Collection sctieT110 Shall 
be followed depending orl the waste incidence. The composition of each 
tested waste stream shall be investigated and the recycling feasibility 
of those streams shall be evaluated(RSS). 
The technical difficulties of this tasl- should be noted due to 




Different classification and sorting methods of the collected 
plastic waste shall be proposed and tested(JU). Other recycling or re- 
covery processes that could be adopted locally shall also be surveyed. 
preliminary plant design for selected potential processes shall be 
laied out(RSS;JU). Also a priliminary cost analysis shall be carried 
iillt ( RSS ; JU ) . 
Obiective E 
The results of this project as well as the recommendations for a 
future -oriented waste management shall be introduced (RSS;McG;JU) to 
til(:> relevant governmental and private sectors in the country as well 
t u tIIe Surroundi 11(1 COL'nt.i ] C:S l r! t.hF' rF?g 1C.9 tllrou( 1) T- ea i on%a I 
>.oT 1, licip he 1d Arid organ i zed 1,y RSS . Addi t i onaI I y , educat i ona] pr ogramities 
:dull be launched through the Triedia to rai.Fe the envir-orlmental aware- 
ness of the citi.zens (JEPS). In this regard it must he kept in mind 
that influencing the citizens behaviour is a long term process such 
that a dramatic improvement in the waste recovery from domestic waste 
streams', is not expected during the course of the project.. 
PROJECT TIMETABLE 
fiCTIVITY 
1ST YEAR 3RD YEAR 
Q U A R T E R N O. 
2 3 I4 11 2 3 4 I 1 2 3 4 
2ND YEAR 
Initial preparation, 
project set up and 
coordination. 
Statistics survey 





Evaluation & reporting 
Recovery & uti1izatiop 
of plastics wastes 
I 
)iffusion of results 
--------------------- ----------' - ----'-- 
EvalUatiOTl & reporting 
i 
----------- ---- I 
f 




Provisional Program of Workshop on rlnP 
Applications/Film 
3 
(October I5-16) 1994 ATTACHEMENT N*: 3 
First Day, October, 15, 1994. 
9.00-10.00 Registration 
10.00-10.45 Opening Ceremony 
( Minister of Scientific Research and Technology, President of 
Academy of Scientific Research and Technology, President of 
National Research Center, President of Mansoura University, Dean 
of Faculty of Science, Mansoura University, Prof. Dr. Abbas 
A.Yehia, Prof.Dr. E.M. Abdel Bary, Prof Dr. M. Kamal). 
10:45 - 11:15 
11:15- 12:00 
12:00 - 12:45 
12:45 - 13:30 
13:30 - 14:15 
14:15 - 15:30 
15:30 - 16:15 
16:15 - 17:00 
17:00 - 18:00 
Break. 
Demonstration of the main results of the project (Prof.Yelnia) 
Prof. M. Kamal -Canda "Plastics waste status and recycling 
options" 
Eng. Nadia Khuraishi (RSS. Jordan). 
Prof. Gamal Ghali. 
Lunch. 
Solid Waste Management in Egypt (Prof. S. Ragheb). 
Prof. Teoman Tincer (Turkey) "Studies on PE Blends". 
General Discussion. 
Second Day, October, 16, 1994. 
9:30 - 10:00 
10:00- 10:30 
10:30 - 11:00 
11:00 - 11:30 
11:30 - 13:45 
13:45 - 14:45 
14:45 - 16:00 
Prof. M.Bakar -Algiere "Algierian Experiment". 
Dr. Hosny Khalifa "Ministry of Agriculture" 
Prof.Abdel-Bary "Developments in u.v. stabilizers. 
Break 




Subject: Evaluation of the final report of the project "Recycled 
Polyethylene Waste Film Application/ Egypt " and possibility of its 
extension to phase H. 
A long and intensive discussion with Dr. Arul Iricibar during his visit to 
Egypt was conducted Besides, a visit and discussion with some public and 
private producers of green-house films and recycling plant was fulfilled 
according to his request. According to the fruitful discussions and the visits 
of different sites, the following conclusions can be derived: 
1- The recycling of green-house film waste is a very hard job for all 
recycling plants in Egypt . This is due to the extensive deterioration of 
green-house films under the severe climatic conditions in Egypt and no 
recycling plant in Egypt is capable of or succeeded in obtaining pelletized 
recycled green-house waste. This is a positive point in the first phase of 
this project where it was possible to successfully recycle these wastes. 
2- It is difficult to convince green house film producers to make use of our 
know-how without carrying out field tests of these films by green house 
division in Ministry of Agriculture under supervision of Prof.Dr. Hosny 
Khatifa who is one of the research team of the project. A comparison of 
the durability of these films and conventional produced films should allow 
to recommend the production of our developed three-layer film according 
to the advice of Ministry of Agriculture. Only in this case, the developed 
films and the new technology can be distributed. 
3- It is our belief that the organization of the Workshop should help to 
demonstrate our technology for guests from other countries such as Algeria 
which has about 38% of the total amount of greenhouse films in Arabic 
World. The workshop will also assist in experience exchange and will 
enrich the second phase of the project. 
kccordingly, we strongly ask the IDRC authority to extend the project in 
)rder to fulfill the second phase according to the provided proposal. 
'rof. Abdel-Bary and Prof. Yehia 
SUMMARY OF SHALE l.ibACK 
l,ROI)UcrioN (EGYPT) RESEARCH 
PRCUEC:T 
ATTACHEMENT N': 5 
The majority off pi:oblews that. in small as well as 
large scales of production activitit;:; in sha:.c jc;lay brick plants 
may be related directly to the inherent proj;)e.rties of the locally 
available shal.E/clay d, posits. The proj.-.erties of this 
raw materials can be summeri::ed as 
S 
- high cantiunt of uiontmorilion.i to wi,icli requires a High amount 
wat,nr: to prucluc;e a workable past, "high plasticity" and cause 
high of sr,rin)l age otl CiryliIq and hi4 1, di'yincl scr-nsit.ivity. 
-- Thi_ :relat:ively high content. of :sodium cl,l.oride in shale/clay 
del>asi t.s (2-4 't ). '.l'he j-.,;e of 1 sir in thigh 
corros.icm ct iuc:ti,llic ih.,l-ts, hollutL011 O surr,:)iinrt. W:l erivirorlnient 
and pa r: ti al collt.Cii,tutioii t.o 1:11e dev(!Iopi it c;ilt. 0f c: t;1:10ut:CS C(311@ ifl ttll? 
filial procluct. 
Therefore, this research project aims at: 
- Investigate possible methad6 and means of decreasing 
)lastici ty, drying sensitivity and dr.y111ri t:iino of Egyptian 
Tale/ clay. 
1 
- 1nvustI gaI ., ::11.11 Ili'_ l l;OO.':i ii 114J Ot Cc1U1Alle) t1IQ 
high sodi.um C-11101 i(U ('011LE:ilt o1. ttic! FJ.i11t.i.a11 sha.lu/clay. 
- De I.UUi IISLI1111):Stlt:)i 11111'1 leil C11C. f L1'illa 1) r.oces:;. 
- Up-grad the duilli ty of final t:. 
After an extensive survey by the Genc:.ral Urganizati.oli for 




from seven representative deposits were. :;electO-i froill thE: project. 
The locations from which they were selected woi.e Belbois, Kafr- 
Homeid, Kom-Qsheim, Geneifa, h1.-Saff (11=, 1.--::atf (2) and El- 
Kha to tba . 
The characterization illve -, t.igati on s Llic- luded, chemical 
composit.Lori, mineralogical analysis, Clif`fE!Lell t:ial thEmIlal and 
thermogravimetric alial.ysis, pal:icle size analysis,, surface area 
determination, plasticity coefficient, shrink-age during drying and 
dimensional measuremumits during firing 1:>y 
analysis . 
Results show that plasticity coeff:,c:i.ent: was high for all the 
clay:i, hanging between 31.5 arul 40. TIII; drying sensitivity 
coefficient was ranging LletwE:ell 1..2.3 to I:n addiLion, results 
show that all clays containing soluble chlorides and sulphates in 
the range 0.31-2.57 'b and 0.38-1.66 1, rr3spoctively. They are 
2 
i 
present as sal is of s o-ii.t,m allkf '111ey enhance the 
plasticity of the clay, lower the, vitrification temperature of the 
clay during fir-i ng and C'EMSe3 E va.lu t icon cef r:1:l.01,i11 3 gas during 
firing. There arc also llroblems 1:_:sac iat: l with t:ho iise of the 
sand including Lhe development of low stre:ncit:h irl bricks and 
abrasion of the ccjuilMtelrt. In order to solve t.hc.'sc: problems, a 
three year project. was developed by NR C, l A11,3dil, Egypt and 
1URC, Canada. To achievE: thc3 objucctivus the present research 
project, the effc;c:t of different truat:luc:ut and addition of some 
additives to three clays viz, Bolbeis, Kom-Osheim and Kair-lloweid 
were chosen for this study were investigated. These= additives 
4e fLI . 
The effect of addiLion or al.l:d1il.c Hld ilCidie: com1+0uuC1s on the 
Iasticity WaS studied. Thc! re:stll1-.s s11O1Y 1.11ct t the C:1,3.1l LLCORIC-S more 
Liff by tl.c: at-kt.iLion c l: alJ,.alille coi,ipoumis, such as sod.itim 
sodiu,i hyd.t-ox,ide, Cmd black Ii+_lit 0r (sodium 
yno;;ul.l?honate) I'hi5 that the plasticity ('_-a fticient: was 
ere ds d, i..e ce lregative inf'.luenc e. The add.it:ic)n of acidic 
lllpoulld.a (acids) :311ch is if.' L iC', t...1 1, i _' ,chit rU::l:i.c a._ida restll.ts 
a gene rIi do:c_i:ea:;e 111 lllas tic:i.ty t; i.t:lriel tilcm range of 
lcentrat.ion studied. Nitric acrid had Lite least effect; both 
-taric and acetic acids JU(IcluCENJ p-:),,,itivQ infll.ren e, i.e. they 
reased the plasticity coeficfent valut by 71 to 9'l; by the 
ition of 0.7cl. In addition, a docrc:ase in the 
drying sens:i ti vi cy coal rj.(,i cant: 1 Ha:5 aIs ) took lilacu. Thv 
Co111pi:o 3s.l.vo ::;l:l c.'n9 th r:-r t.hc lei OdIIk-l!,1 111:A Ck6 was i ecorded a,l 
incroase spec"J.c, I I y tol t. 1.1_ut.l ti 1. 9L)Q"C 11-)WeVer the 
drawback toc: leis ii,g t I I c'e l ic aciia 1:; itlc:-i:c:as: in the coo 
production pat t,rick:_. by aballt. 2:i-3., wh,.'rucls of one tell 
commercial acid _s 2000 '`-..pound. 
('' I 1 :' i I l cl t: 1 i i . i <: t 1l E? J__ i[, W__S, l-_I ! : - 
Rescilts shc:,wod that cal.C.,ination at T-ompe at.ures up to 300°C 
resulted in a relative i.rlcr,-ease in P.C., wh(Cea.; clays calcined at 
400°C had almost the same 1?. C. .33 tIt c: di:ied clay powder. 
Significant decrease in P .C. took place at t owl),:!rature higher than 
400°C and the cl«y btCO1110 by cali..inat.lon at 600°C. 
Results also showed that, Na' and C.l' in a w<itei: soluble form, 
decreased with increasing thE: CiilClnati011 tErmpc;rature. Calcination 
at 400" reSll.lt:s in approximately 30% to 40% decrease in these two 
elements. Increasing the calcinat.i.on Lumperatur:e to 500°C in a 
decrease of approximately 50% of Cl Calcinat:i.on of the clay at 
approximately 350°C shows that: a signiticant decreaseu ill the drying 
sensitivity coefficient (U.S.C.). Calcinat.ion of the clay at 200°C, 
300°C and 400°C followed by reforming tir.icks, resulted a significant 
development in the streriyth, specially foi_ those c,alc:ined at 300°C 
which had the highest relative compressive st.renyt.h. 
III- 1 f. EcLc: _of` cicli C .1 i u:, sanda:- 
The addition of sil ic.eous desert t;.trlcl to the c:-lay, which is 
4 
the rurrentl.y f01. 1:'wc;cl tL iduc i n t'110 1.)- i (:k J ncit(:;t.ry, I:us111tOd i n 
significZlnL clUcrca::e in t:y. TI Iu:> t1113 111astic- iLy 
coefficient is dc.,C.L.Cas ed throwjli the a,idit.ion wf s,and u11 to 50`11 by 
weight. In addition, a sign.if >_cant. ct(_( :CZISe ill the drying 
sensitivity coeff ici(_!nt (U.;1.C. ) gook place as a rc:sul.t of the 
addition of 1.51 to 5U L (lay weight) sand. Howover, the drawback of 
this method is the decrease in the m,;: °hauic al. properties of the 
product and abrasion of the equipment. `[he increas(-,: of sand content 
of the mixture ul; Lo 50`b rosults i a :-1c:(-'roas(; of the strength by 
40-601 with :cspucL to suutples with 151, sand. 
Iv- Effect- ,fit a< 
The addition of grog r(:sultc:d :i.» ( ;a.gr,it i c arlt &!crease in a 
plasticity with inc.reasect additions. Thus the VctlUe of plasticity 
coefficie nt: docrL-as,:d by about 3,1t by the grog content 
to approximately 50% by wc!ight:. Tf1e dri,iwj sc:11s .t:ivi.t:y coefficient 
of' n1.ix(-''s: contain (Jroc) sllc;,cd a :;i jni1 i( a;1 c: iec in the 
values. l.n add iition , L. 1,c ch.tor1.ne c:,,,L(:tit c,11 ;r.*c>y 1naLeriit1. 1s 
almost: and the Na' pr*esent W-,uld I.-W ..11 :it (::ombi.ned torn. 
Accoi:ding.Ly, the ovl:L,:tll c'(}ii of 1."1" an1.1 Na, i.1 tl,e 1c:1Lill of 14aC,1. 
dould decrease w:i Lt1 the increase of L.ho q.roy in the: mix. The 
,(ddition of grog r1::;u.ltc(i incroas,(:. by 150- 
?_,u I r(.lat:ive to cowl ::1 on(ji ng mixt.u.-(.s with !idid fired a L tits 
;awe temheiature:;. 5ampicis with 15% grog and at 850T show 
:lie highcsL c(Dml)res:civ-e st:Leagth value in this yroula. The strenyth 
ecrea:;c,d by about. 4(_)'b by iucrea:.tiny L)w grocl. c ont-ont. to 5Ui; and 
firing at 85u°c.'. 'r'ile LL :.,lt:.c :Alpo :11:,(t that the fix iny 
tcn11,O.raturi:s ct t I I U ulir:t(;rt :; rrt.tn( 13'.11`1-: cc1 (1fI*C rc.._lu1ted .in n 
sicynif.ic:11)t dI,v, 1-;1n11:IIi Or ;ivt: 1. rt.11j .11. 
V- h: I- f c t:_ o l _adcl.i l i g f_ . (I I. i t_t! r -E.II t __-a 1n 1111 
li.tn tc II l)%.,:II-i': 
LiuleStQ11C I)uwdc:l.' C-Jii jc:not:alll t.t! ct(2.:;1eac(i as 
Ilowevc r, a c'er't.(..11 dt:!,jLc'(? Cpl 1)13Stl(:'Ltl I.C.,Ll1(1 (Ii:'V,D101: 1.11 (2x t: reine1. 
1111(, gl-'a 1 )1(2.1 puW(_lul :> . Th 1 5 I)a l: t 111 t [)t-! w :) ck '1., -,; dUIitoIj:i t1 at.0(1 tIIL 
f)Ossibi1ty 'D If c(.)Inp)i.ce o1- 1) a j:ti.aI ro pIa(:,( in crlt (.)f quartz sand with 
limestone powdoi . 'This would and w).aea the scope 
.itilizat:ioll of cesult.i.ng in lal.gor oppol.Aullitie:3 to vary 
Lhe 1(1:ix design :111 a t11a uner' that. wc,1.11ii icI1*1(1vl. ol;)ti.lllLnll production 
:ondi.tions . 
Generally, the 1-r;sul.ts Sli(_)w that the addi.tioll of 1.3% by weight 
.ilnostolle powder could the plr,:st ici I_y by 31-4.5%. Ill 
;olnparisull, a similar aii(ount: of silicuous (1.`i% by weight) 
Could dec:.rease t:.he plasticity by aboul: 61;. 
The addition of li.lnestone positively mctdifie:3 the drying 
ehavioui. arid drying sensitivity. Accor.d.i ng Ly, 1-he ajdition of 15% 
imestone modifies the USC to a level that call only be obtained 
role the addit.iou of rt lsitivcly higher a111011nts o1:' quactz sand. 
The belief i Ls (.)f IIdx.i)19 pot.601- w.i Lh Egypt-ian 
6 
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shale; cla.Ys up Lc; 15'l 1,11 WUi(31)t welt l,,,rt.ir_ularl y iulprc:;Sive ill 
fairing stage of productiou and the c_lual.i t), of t'i rod products. The 
:-esults showed theft. crnc!ryy saving betw`on 23% and 17t could be 
xhieved by producing Lhe f ii:ing E; to 700"C arid 750°C 
espect:ively. 
The compressive sere:igt:h of fired products with .limestone 
icreases by about oC that YLcC' II'd d for 
.Xtures with sand. Ili spite of the, above mentioned positive 
.hievements that rc.:,u1tccl by tl'le etddltic>tl ,:If limestone powder, the 
Mowing felCtOrS 1Ij1VC- to hc; taken iiltO c1CCOUI1t: 
`l'hc; un.i t COS L Of :ii2kILl.i.rln or i i, i it t I I 1 J.ul a tOTIO I)OW(IE: r 
be comparabIc t.u Lhat at sallii alt. t)JA:`'W"t , IICA uvIer, as the 
hand fo.C this by-lArc;clu(_-L increasc;s, thu 1.J::ir_E f.luctuatc . 
- .'additional gun tuc<<.; of t:lI. c .1:i111 l lc.nc! p'.1 dC.1: uiay be 
oiled in the filter:: t:; t1J<; lty, t a; the 
ree of f1,Jerloss. 
For these roa.,ions an Ovc-,rail in t.h%2 coati. of raw 
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Dr. Fawzi Kishk 
Director, 




P.O. BOX 1770 
EL-TAHREER STREET 
DOKKY, CAIRO, A.R.E. 
Prof. M . Ramez 
Chairman, 
GOHBPR, P.O.Box 1770, 
Dokki, Cairo, 
Egypt. 
_'Shale Brick Production/Egypt 
Dear Dr. Kishk, 
As you know, last December, Dr. John Jaffray from 
IDRC/Canada visited us in GOHBPR after he arrived to Cairo 
from Palastine. We had a long interesting conversation, about 
the history of the project and its results. 
Dr. Jaffray appreciated the quality of the research done 
and the importance of the results obtained. His discussion 
concentrated on the possible applications of the project's 
results in Egypt and its neighbc.-firing Arabian and African 
countries. 
Based cn this meeting, we take the liberty of submitting 
a proposal for a semi-industrial scale experimentation 
required for the possible practical implementation of the 
results of this project. We hope that IDRC will appreciate 
the importance of the proposed phase. 
Enclosed please find the proposal for such a 
supplementary research program. We appreciate submitting it 
to IDRC/Canada accompanied by your support. 
Please accept my best regards. 
Prof. M.Ramez 
Yours S' cerely 
19 9 130. f. 
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Shale Brick Production/Egypt 
A Proposal for a Supplementary 
Research Program Submitted to 
(IDRC/ Canada) 
Background; 
On March 20, 1909, IDRC/Canada approved a grant to 
GOHBPR/Egypt to enable it to carry out - in collaboration 
with NRC/Canada- a research project concerning "Shale Brick 
Production in Egypt". The project started Sept 1, 1989 and 
extended till May, 31, 1993. 
The project investigated the challenges confronting the 
brick production industry in Egypt through three phases, 
these were: 
Phase I: (Sept. 1909 - Sept. 1990) 
This phase included: 
- Sample selection and characterization. 
- Preliminary studies on the effect of non-plastic additives 
on the technological properties of shale/clay. 
Phase II: (Sept. 1990 - Sept. 1991) 
This phase investigated: 
Modification of the plasticity of Egyptian shale/clay. 
Improvement of the drying behavior of molded articles. 
- Decreasing the available chlorides in the clays and the 
fired product. 
Investigating the quality of the fired product through 
chemical, physical and mechanical testing. 
Phase III: (Sept. 1991 - May 1993) 
This last phase included: 
Semi-Pilot scale implementation of results. 
Recommendations. 
The judgement of the refrees who were nominated by 
IDRC to review the project reports was that the research 
done and the results obtained were very impressive and could 
have a great impact on the construction industry and housing 
sectors in Favnt. 
-2- 
These successful results that were obtained through the 
joint collaboration between GOHBPR/Egypt and NRC Canada were 
the major incentive for placing the current supplementary 
rescarch proposal. 
Objectives; 
The main objectives of this proposal are: 
a) Technical benefits: 
Adopting the project results on a semi-industrial 
scale, thus, contributing to solve some of the acute 
problems that are confronting the shale brick industry in 
Egypt. Moreover, an outlook is to achieve deployment of the 
developed technology not only between beneficiaries in 
Egypt, but also, among Arab and African countries that 
suffer from the same problems and are looking for a relevant 
technology to adopt. 
b) Economic benefits': 
Represented by the savings obtained by: 
- Reduction of the percentage of waste from the different 
production stages. 
- Overcoming the corrosion of equipment that ensue due 
to aggressive salts. 
- Reduction of current severe abrasion of equipment caused 
by excessive amounts of sand used. 
- An overwhelming benefit is the production of good bricks 
at a relatively low cost that will have an impact cn the 
overall cost of construction as wEll as the durability of 
buildings. 
c) Social benefits: 
Represented by the preservation of the level o-f the 
current employment in the brick industry since employment is 
an urgent social requirement in Egypt nowadays. 
Research team 
The research team will be essentially researchers, 
associates and assistants from the department of "Raw 
Materials and Processing", GOHBPR, Egypt (in collaboration 
with researchers from the "Materials Section", NRC, Canada). 
-3- 
Technical Program; 
1- Characterization studies of the limestone deposits 
exploited in quarries around Cairo and could serve 
their neighbourig brick plants. 
2- Fabrication or up-grading of already present pilot-scale 
equipment for brick production at GOHBPR . 
3- Establishing the proper mixes to be utilized on 
pilot-scale. 
4- Brick processing-using ready optimum mixtures in a 
traditional brick plant up to the drying stage. 
5- Firing the dried bricks under differrnt controlled firing 
cycles, thus, establishing the optimum firing 
conditions. 
This program will serve establishing the feasibility of 
the proposed technologies. 
-4- 
Program Duration 
12 months starting April 1994. 
Budget 
Budget items (in Egyptian Currency) including both 
GOHBPR and IDRC contributions will be approximately as 
indicated in the attached form. In order to secure 
fulfilment of the needed research requirements, the required 
fund should be forwarded to GOHBPR by the beginning of the 
program execution. 
Technical Report and Financial Statement 
Upon completion of the program, GOHBPR will forward to 
IDRC a technical report and a financial statement on this 
supplementary program. 
Visits to Project 
The budget will permit a trip to Canada before the end 
of the program to facilitate discussion of the results and 
the conclusions achieved. 
Principal Investigator 
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'his part should be administered by IDRC. 
e: Except the probable trip to Cairo, the above-mentioned budget 
does not include any fund that might be needed for activities 
by NRC/Canada. 
................................................... 
Shale Brick Production (Egypt) 
Project: 88-1045 ISN: 13511 
Donor : IDRC 
Funding Unit: EES - Building Industry, Materials and Technologies 
The population of Egypt has increased from 16 to 50.4 million during 
the last 50 years. This phenomenon has resulted in a gradually 
increasing shortage of low-cost housing which is now acute. Brick is 
one of the basic materials for this housing. Traditionally, raw 
materials for brick have been the agricultural soils themselves. At 
present, to protect agricultural production, the small-scale brick 
plants are not permitted to use the top soil of agricultural land and 
Nile silt. Other available resources are shale which has a salt 
content, and adverse swelling and shrinking characteristics. The few 
brick plants using shales are producing poor quality bricks because 
they use traditionally known technology which is unsuitable for 
shale. More than half of these plants have stopped production 
because of this problem. This project will support the development 
of a suitable technology for the existing small-scale brick plants 
using shale as a raw material. Researchers will carry out 
characterization studies of shale; and establish the process and 
production parameters adaptable to the existing brick plants for the 
production of low-cost burnt bricks using shale. 
Macrothesaurus Descriptors: /bricks/ /low cost housing/ /small-scale 
industry/ /industrial engineering/ 
/industrial processes/ /appropriate 
technology/ 
Other descriptors : /shelter/ 
Area under study : /Egypt/ 
Amount of grant 387700 CAD 
Fiscal year 8889 
Date funds committed 19890831 
Completion date 19920831 
Status Closed 
Recipient: National Research Council of Canada, Ottawa, ON, CA 
Address: National Research Council of Canada, Montreal 
Road, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K1A OR6 
Recipient contribution: 61800 
Donor funds: 173610 
Researcher : see researcher A below 
Recipient: General Organization for Housing, Building and Planning 
Research, Cairo, EG 
Address: General Organization for Housing, Building and 
Planning Research, P.O. Box 1770, Tahrir St., 
Dokki, Cairo, Egypt 
Recipient contribution: 102300 
Donor funds: 214090 
Researcher : see researcher B below 
Researcher A Ramachandran, V.S. Dr 
Researcher B Ramez, M.R.H. Dr 
PROJECT-RELATED DOCUMENT(S) IN IDRC LIBRARY: 
Shale Brick Production (Egypt), phase III, Sept. 1, 1991-May 30, 
1993 : progress report. 1993. 114 p. 
Location: ARCHIV 691.31(621) R 3 
BIBLIO ISN: 96908 
Shale brick production (Egypt) : evaluation report, Oct. 1992. 
1992. 15 p. in various pagings : ill. 
Location: ARCHIV 691.31(621) G 5 
BIBLIO ISN: 99942 
................................................... 
Recycled Polyethylene Waste Film Application (Egypt) 
Project: 90-1005 ISN: 14272 
Donor : IDRC 
Funding Unit: EES - Technology for Local Enterprises -- Industrial 
Chemicals 
The use of plastic films for greenhouse applications has increased 
drastically in the Middle East in the last 15 years. Import in the 
form of films and pellets necessary for their local production has 
constituted a strain on the foreign currency reserves in the 
countries in the region. A technology to recycle waste polyethylene 
films into new agricultural film was developed for the Jordanian 
materials and conditions. This project will transfer and adapt the 
technology developed in Jordan to suit raw materials, weathering 
conditions, and existing manufacturing techniques in Egypt. It will 
also extend the technology to enable the use of polyvinyl chloride 
into the films. The results of this collaborative project will be of 
benefit to the farming community by decreasing the cost of plastic 
films used in the construction of plastic greenhouses. The know-how 
developed will be shared with plastic converters in Egypt and 
surrounding countries through national seminars and a demonstration 
workshop in Cairo. 
Macrothesaurus Descriptors: /plastics/ /waste recycling/ 
/greenhouses/ /technology transfer/ 
/import substitution/ /renewable 
resources/ /resources utilization/ 
Area under study : /Egypt/ 
Amount of grant 231700 CAD 
Fiscal year 9091 
Date funds committed 19911118 
Completion date 19931118 
Status Active 
Recipient: McGill University. Department of Mechanical Engineering, 
Montral, Qubec, CA 
Address: McGill University, McGill International, 3550 
University Street, Montral, Qubec, Canada 
H3A 2A7 
Recipient contribution: 76500 
Donor funds: 45300 
Researcher : see researcher A below 
Recipient: National Research Centre, Cairo, EG 
Address: National Research Centre, Tahrir Street, Dokki, 
Cairo, Egypt 
Recipient contribution: 99700 
Donor funds: 145700 
Researcher : see researcher B below 
Recipient: Royal Scientific Society, Amman, JO 
Address: Royal Scientific Society, P.O. Box 925819, 
Amman, Jordan 
Recipient contribution: 27000 
Donor funds: 40700 
Researcher : see researcher C below 
Researcher A Kamal, M. Dr 
Researcher B Yehia, A. Prof 
Researcher C Khadra, H. Dr 
PROJECT-RELATED DOCUMENT(S) IN IDRC LIBRARY: 
Recycled polyethylene waste film application, Egypt. 1994. 26 
P. : ill. (Final report) 
Location: ARCHIV 678.5:631(621) K 4 
BIBLIO ISN: 100889 
